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If you build you own industrial building, it makes sense to install the IBS network from the very beginning: our video
surveillance solution and motion detection can help you monitor it as the building grows. In this way, during the
construction you are able to do exactly the same thing that you always do with ease: monitor and control your
industrial building,see what's happening at the site,see the history logs,control video cameras,doors,lights,heating.
Of course,you can reuse the equipment in the finished building.

IBS smarthouse highlights:
Data centralization: You may control all the systems installed in your building from a central place.There you
may define schedules or event scenarios for heating,cooling,lights,alarms,video recordings,control access.Or
you may control each system manually in case of an emergency or if you choose so.

Controlled access: With the IBS system you may control who has access in your building or has not, in which sections and on
what schedules,based on an electronic key (iButton or smartcard) they own.You may define and redefine these rules dynamically
any time you want to, with just a few clicks. No need for sophisticated system administration and expensive stuff. Our software
makes it just that easy.
Logging: Our system will log for you every event in the system, every movement, every door access, every alarm, temperature
change, video streams from surveillance cameras, everything. Then, our software makes it really easy to browse the logs for
important events, bookmark them and find them very easy again. You get all the information you want when you need it and
where you need it.
Remote access: Everything you can do with our system locally you can do remotely too.You can monitor, control or access the
logs over Internet any time you want,given the fact that you know your security credentials.Because your remote access is secure
with us,as it should be.

www.ibs-smarthouse.com
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Price information
Lighting Control
1 x Switch CSW (65 €) / 1 x Dimmer CDM (78 €)

* recommended price information
only, all prices are subject to VAT at
the prevailing rate

Motion/Smoke/Gas Monitoring

* Equipments do not include
controlled end devices, additional
devices partially required!

1 x Sensor CAS (53 €)

Pan-Tilt-Zoom Surveillance Camera Control
1 x Camlink Camera Controller CCL (80 €)

Access Control
1 x Access Point CAP (80 €)

Heating/Cooling Element Control
1 x Thermostat CTS 2010 (62 €) / 1 x Thermostat with LCD Display CTS 2020 (105 €)

Energy Consumption Monitoring
1 x Energy Meter CPM (137 €)
Electrical Equipment Switching
1 x Switch CSW (65 €)
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